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FFORWARD CASTSORWARD CASTS

The good fishing starts when a river imposes itself on the angler.

Desert Fly Casters Supports 
BARBLESS HOOKS
 CATCH & RELEASE

FLY FISHERS
INTERNATIONAL

FEBRUARY
Thursday, 

February 11, 2021
Chit-Chat & Dinner: 6:00

Meeting/Guest Speaker: 7:00

  Elks Lodge
   1775 West Chandler Blvd.

Chandler, Arizona 85224

ZOOMZOOM

DFC CLUB MEETING
DFC CLUB MEETING

FEBRUARY 11, 2021
FEBRUARY 11, 2021

President's Drift                                           Frank  Schettino  • February 2021

Greeting fellow Trout Bums,
It’s February and 2021 is underway. For the 
foreseeable future our meetings will be held
virtually via Zoom. It’s not as exciting as our 
live meetings, which we all miss, but it will
keep us connected. Keep an eye out on your 
inbox for the invitation to the meeting and
stay connected.
   Coming up on February 22 is our annual 
Danish Casting Games. Grab your rod, reel 
and your mask, head to McQueen park and 

lets have some fun.
   Our membership drive continues. Use the Paypal tab on the website for the 
convenience of paying your dues. Renew your membership and be eligible to 
win a rod at our April meeting.
Stay healthy, stay informed, stay positive we will get through this together.
Tight Lines, 
Frank Schettino
...bada-bing-bada-boom

DFC Annual DFC Annual 
Danish Casting GamesDanish Casting Games

HOST: Joe Staller • joestaller@yahoo.com • (602) 568-9431 

Saturday, February 20, 2021  •  9:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Gilbert's McQueen Park

MASK UP  •  SOCIAL DISTANCING REQUIRED
Let's make it happen...and stay safe. 
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DFC MISSION STATEMENT

CATCH US HERE:
Desert Fly Casters
Web Site
www.desertflycasters.com
President
Frank Schettino 

Vice President
Joe Staller

Secretary
Marie McClearn

Treasurer
Valerie Staller

Programs
Brian Foss

Outings
Joe Staller

Membership
Rod Buchanan

Website
Bill Batchelor

News Letter Editor
Robert McKeon

To advance the sport of fly 
fishing in Arizona through 
education, conservation 
and community outreach 
efforts by: 
• Providing Education 
classes and clinics on fly 
fishing, fly casting, fly 
tying, rod  building and 
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve, 
restore, and enhance local 
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing 
approachable, enjoyable 
and safe in family friendly 
environment

• Promoting responsible 
angling practices

DFC CLUB BEAT
Annual Membership Renewal- Muddy Waters  •  page 3

Danish Casting Games  •  page 4

2021 DFC Outings...Landon Mayer/Zoom meeting • page 9 

Spring Rocky Point, Vince Deadmond • page 6

Mending, Jim Strogen  •  page 8

February Conservation Corner,  Joe Miller  •  page 10

Arizona Game & Fish Working Hard for You,  Jim Strogen  •  page 12 & 13

February Fly Tying Corner, Bob Harrison  •  page 5

LAKE HAVASUE OUTINGLAKE HAVASUE OUTING
Plan ahead for March! 

Coming soon 

to the

DFC Trout Bum

NATION...



https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=HT2QMP9NY4VNW

MARCH
WF 5F

Fly Line 

2021 Membership Drive is on!
....Renew and Receive one ticket for a Dave Weaver Fly Rod
It’s time to renew your annual DFC 2021 Membership:  
$35 Individual • $350 Life Time  |  Renewals or New Members get 1 ticket... 
2 tickets for NEW Lifetime membership for the Dave Weaver Fly Rod drawing 
in April. All Lifetime Members will automatically receive 2 tickets- each year!

BONUS PLUS!! Each month an added drawing for all who renew!

Get in on the “monthly” added drawing for that extra little something from the DFC Board knowing you're 
special keeping the club together during these troubled times. Each month there’s a drawing for those who 
renewed during that month. Here’s the BONUS PLUS!! Your name will automatically be entered into the next 
months drawing, and then the next month.  You’ll have a chance to keep winning...there will be one winner each 
month! Everyone has a chance to win along with the Dave Weaver Fly Rod in April.

JANUARY
8ft • 3wt 

3pc Fly Rod

FEBRUARY
5/6

Fly Reel

DFC makes it easy to pay your dues....Just click on the link below. We are now PAYPAL!

2021 Dave Weaver Fly Rod: 10 ft • 3 wt Nymphing Special for those Salt River 
adventures and beyond. Sensitive to the touch and crafted for many hours of pleasure.

For those who prefer pay by check: Fill out Annual Membership Form found in this newsletter, attach your payment and mail.

DFC link to purchase Lifetime Family Membership Dues for $350...Click link below:

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=9LS44D7GYS63J

Winter rains can stain the water, cold winter winds diminish my desire to pursue fish, and 
many times during the winter fish are not interested in my best tied, and most delicious looking 
flies.  December was productive in Rocky Point, I caught some quality fish, but January and Feb-
ruary slap me back to the reality that I can't catch fish, unless I am willing to spend the money 
and visit the Bahamas or some place warm.  No, I am not interested in ice fishing.
     Fly fishers tend to tie a few more flies during the winter, and do some planning for the up 
coming year.  While tying flies I usually listen to some blues/jazz music and blues man Muddy 
Waters is a favorite of mine.  Those of you that have traveled on a fishing trip in my truck have en-
dured choice cuts of Muddy, Buddy, and BB. The fly tying keeps me connected to the fly fishing, 
and if I am planning on visiting a new destination that usually means researching what kind of 
flies I'll need, and attempting to tie something appropriate for that body of water.
     While staying home during COVID fly tying is just one of the things I have used to occupy my 
day.  Fly tying is an enjoyable hobby, and I try to tie the flies that I'll need for the upcoming year.  
There are several things I like about fly tying.  It keeps you connected to fishing and keeps you 
thinking about how to do things better.  It is a joy to catch fish on flies that you tied.   If you are a 
fly fisher you tend to not always take the easy way, tying your own flies is not easy, but you get a 
satisfaction from it.  People ask, "Do you save money from tying your own flies?" The quick easy 
answer is no!  By the time you buy all of the tools, and materials you would be money ahead to 
buy your flies.  But many times the fly shop has just sold out of the hot fly in the appropriate size.  
With your fly tying kit you can come up with the hot fly, and be very popular in camp.  You can 
customize your flies for your home water.
     It's February spring fishing season will soon be upon us.  Have you checked your rods, reels, 
replaced old leaders and tippet material?  With the long lay off you won't want anything slowing 
down your first fishing outing.  I hope to see you on the water soon and often.  Vince Deadmond 
The Retired Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be caught at: vince@ajbest.com and at 480 818 1796.

MUDDY MUDDY 
WATERSWATERS
by Vince Deadmondby Vince Deadmond
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DFC Annual DFC Annual 
Danish Casting GamesDanish Casting Games

Located on... McQueen Road between Guadalupe and Elliot. Look for us on the west side of the 
pond that's directly behind the community center. Use the McQueen Road entrance and parking lot.

Cost: Free
Host: Joe Staller • joestaller@yahoo.com • (602) 568-9431 

Please, RSVP in advance and include "Danish Games" in the subject line. 

Event Highlights:
• Beginning, intermediate and advanced fly casters welcome

• Bottled water will be provided.
Items to bring:

• Sunglasses/eyeglasses  • Hat  • Sunscreen  • Drinking water
• Fly rod/reel/line/leader (loaner equipment available upon request)

Saturday, February 20, 2021  •  9:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Gilbert's McQueen Park

The Danish Casting Games is a longtime club favorite featuring a series of fly casting obstacle that are set up similar to 
a miniature golf course. Each game promises to challenge veteran fly casters, but is also a great teaching tool for new 
fly anglers. IFFF Certified Casting instructors will be available to help casters complete each game and explain how they 
relate to real-life fishing situations. Members are welcome to participate competitively or non-competitively-it's all about 
having a good time.

The Danish Games are back!....Always a Club favorite!

MASK UP  •  SOCIAL DISTANCING REQUIRED
Let's make it happen...and stay safe. 
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Fly Tying CornerFly Tying Corner

February Flies of the MonthFebruary Flies of the Month

For more information, send email to Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743.  For more information, send email to Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743.  

Flies for this month are available as videos on YouTube. Links are embedded with recipe.

Convertible Convertible 
by Scott Sanchezby Scott Sanchez
Hook: 1XL dry fly hook
Thread: 8/0 thread Tan or light brown
Tail:  Elk Mane – stacked Length of 
shank (Wulff Style tail) After tying 
in tail – create a Dubbing Loop to use 
for rib
Body: Hare’s Ear colored Fly right 
Synthetic dubbing – back third of shank
Legs: Brown medium Round rubber 

tied at front of dubbing four legs 
in X – just behind mid shank • Use 
dubbing loop for rib from tail to front 
of legs and clip off excess
Wing: Calf tail (Long)  wing – stacked 
tips then tied in at front of legs. Tip 
in tips Trude style Then stand-up 
butts into fan wing. Clip out center 
for divided wing  Lightly post the 
divided wing posts • Use scissor 
blades to measure shank length and 
trim wing to length

Hackle: Grizzly and brown hackle
Align to match fiber length • Tie in 
on wraps behind wing.2 – 3 wraps 
behind 3 in front. Wrap both at 
same time
Pull fibers back and wrap head. 
Then Whip finish. Trim rubber legs 
to 1 ½ shanks lengths long
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1fB6AY15wxQ

Soft Hackle Sparrow Soft Hackle Sparrow 
by Terry Corneauby Terry Corneau
Hook: –Std dry fly – 8 to 20
Thread: Olive 8/0
Tail: Ring neck Pheasant marabou 
body feathers • Clip just long enough 
to tie in • Tie in tail with butts along 
shank to head
Body: Olive dubbing
Hackle: Ring neck church window 
pane feather • Strip off fuzzy fibers, 

Panfish Crack Fly Panfish Crack Fly 
by Kevin Hutchinsonby Kevin Hutchinson
Hook: Mustad 3366 size 8 to 14
Thread: yellow 6/0 (130)
Tail: Black rubber legs – two strands. 
Tie in on top of shank behind eye – 
leave extra hanging off back of hook
Body: 2mm closed cell foam. Yellow cut 
into ¼ inch strips • Mash strip to reduced 
brittleness. Clip end into a point. Tie in 

then hold by tip and pull fibers back
Tie in at front and wrap wet hackle 
style. Five wraps. Tie down. Then pull 
forward fibers back and wrap down
Head: Use after-shaft feather that was 
with church pane for head. 2 – 3 turns.  
• Use half hitch tool to push head 
back  • Whip finish.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T1aWGjH9Jvs

with point towards eye at rear of hook 
(at tie in point). Advance thread to head. 
Fold foam over to front and tie down. Cut 
off with a ‘flap’ sticking out over the eye.
Legs: Tie in two pairs of legs in V on 
each side.  • Tip flap up and Whip finish 
head. • Split legs and tail 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KSs1vwwVExY 

Keep the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive for 2021.
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I plan on fishing Puerto Penasco March 18-24, and you 
are invited to come.  The tides look good, neap tides 
are typically when I plan my trips to Rocky Point.  
The smaller neap tides are easier to manage in a pon-
toon boat or kayak.  Water is starting to warm up and 
the bite should be good.  Spring can have a few more 
windy days than our usual Fall outing.  Bring some 
books, music, laptop computer, or fly tying gear in case 
we get blown off the water.  That is always a problem 
when planning a fly fishing destination.
   Gear requirements for RP:  Eight weight fly rod is 
best choice with a 300-400 grain sinking line.  Floa-
ting and intermediate are good to bring if you have 
them.  Minimum requirement for a rod would be a six 
weight and a 200 grain sinking line.  If you have a 
9-10 weight rod with appropriate sinking lines bring 
them along.  Fly assortments should be heavy on the 
size 4 Clousers & Gotcha's, assorted colors.  If you 
have a pontoon boat, Uboat, or kayak bring them along 
you will be able to cover more water.  You can also 
fish from shore. I usually wet wade, but some folks 
like to use waders.  If you are missing gear don't 
miss out, contact me and we will make arrangements 

to get you geared up for this trip.  This is a popular 
outing that has room for everyone, non fishing family 
members are welcome, you can even bring your dog.

   I'll be camped at the Playa de Oro RV Park.  If you 
are making reservations at the park they are good at 
putting us together as a group, if you let them know.  
You can get a motel on either side of the RV Park, and 
condos are available, some folks have rented trailers 
from the RV Park in the past.  The cantinas do a great 
job with the COVID protocols or you can fix meals at the 
RV Park.  I plan to eat most of my evening meals out.  
Most of the time I'll grab a donut or a burrito from 
Reggies for breakfast.
  The RP outings are very relaxed, learning, fish 
catching,  and social events.  You do need a passport, 
and Mexico auto insurance.  You don't need a Mexico 
fishing license for what we do. Make your reservations 
with the Playa de Oro RV Park 602 476 2242.  Contact 
information:  Vince Deadmond vince@ajbest.com 
480 818 1796.

SPRING SPRING 
ROCKY POINT ROCKY POINT 
OUTING!OUTING! MARCH 18-24,

 2021
MARCH 18-24,

 2021

Join Vince Deadmond and catch the Join Vince Deadmond and catch the 
tides an' warm carefree spring days...tides an' warm carefree spring days...
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"The difference between genius and stupidity is genius has its limits."
Albert Einstein
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Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly - 
Payson Roundup Newspaper  
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com  •  photos by Jim Strogen 

My wife Martha is the undisputed craftsperson in our family. She makes beautiful 
tile table tops, realistic tile wall murals, and fantastic watercolor paintings. She knits 
lovely sweaters, scarves, and mittens, and has created countless amazing quilts. She 
has mended shirts, pants, and teddy bears for our family for well over forty years, 
while I quite sheepishly admit that I have done none of that. Yet I know with certainty 
that I have done more mending than she has. Let me explain. 

When I go fishing, which is quite often, I probably mend my line a hundred or 
more times a trip, usually without even thinking about it. As you all know, it isn’t 
that my f ly line is broken, but rather that I have to fix or mend my cast as it interacts 
with the water current. 

Trout in a stream are used to seeing the bugs on top, or the insects in the water act 
in a particular manner. They f loat as the current dictates. They will f loat at the speed 
of the current, unless they are trying to lay eggs or move off the surface. Bugs under 
water will drift, but will also make some movements as they react to the current or 
try to swim.

Dry f ly fishers typically cast directly upstream or at a slight upstream angle to 
rising fish who are watching the surface for bugs that are f loating by in a predictable 
manner. Mimicking that natural presentation is why we mend our line to create the 
impression that our f ly is just like any other bug the trout has been eating.

Even though my line f loats on the surface, it quickly interacts with the many other 
currents in the stream between the f ly and me. The very thin tippet and leader do 
not impede that drift as much as the heavier f ly line does. Every time a current pulls 
on my f ly line, it tugs the f ly and causes it to act unnaturally and become much less 
attractive to the trout; even to the point of causing the fish to panic and stop feeding 
for a while. 

To avoid this, I mend my line. After the cast, I carefully watch the f ly and my line 
to see if the f ly looks like it will begin to drag unnaturally. If that looks like it will 
be a problem, I lift my f ly line and a bit of the butt section of the leader off the water, 
and in one gentle motion move my f ly line one way or another to allow my f ly a few 
more seconds of a natural drift. 

I mend my line a lot when I fish downstream too; often 
with wet f lies. For example, if I am targeting a deep un-
dercut bank across the stream with a wooly bugger, I want 
my f ly to sink down closer to the bottom where I think the 
fish will be. To accomplish this, right after I make the cross-
stream cast, I mend my line upstream to allow the f ly to sink 
without being tugged by the current. I can keep mending 
upstream and allow the f ly to hug the stream bottom as it 
drifts under the bank, or I can f lip the mend downstream 
and use the pull of the current on my f ly line to speed up 
the f ly. I do this quite often when I have reached the desired 
depth. I like to make my f ly look like it is a fast swimming 
small fish trying to hurry through scary, dark water.

I love to fish downstream in small, brushy streams because 
I can fish quite a while without having to make another cast. 
I accomplish this by mending my f ly line. Sometimes that 
means I will simply change the direction of my f ly and have 
it sweep into a new part of a pool or run with a mend to the 
right or the left. Other times, I will strip in my f ly and then 
mend it and release the line to have it drift down another part 
of the creek without having to make another cast.

It might seem unnecessary to mend on a lake, but I do 
it often. One of the places that I love to target on a lake is 
the drop-off that parallels the bank. The resistance created 
by the heavy f ly line creates the necessary friction on the 
water to allow me to parallel the bank for thirty or more 
feet with each cast. If you looked at my f ly line in the water, 
it makes a curved right angle after my mend. So instead of 
my f ly intersecting the drop-off brief ly on a straight cast, I 
am in my target zone for the bulk of the time that my f ly is 
in the water.

If you are new to f ly fishing or don’t quite have the handle 
on effective mending, a lake is a great place to practice this 
skill. If you can accomplish that drop-off following mend, 
you are all set for the creeks, and no sewing skills are requi-
red.

by Jim Strogen

Tile table top 
by Martha Strogen

Decorative wall quilt 
by Martha Strogen

Martha Strogen 
watercolor of 
Jim Strogen fishing 
in Telluride, CO

Tile wall mural of the 
Grand Canyon by 
Martha Strogen

The above is a favorite spot of mine to do multiple mends to cover:  the drop off at the head of the run, 
the fast water on the right, the quiet water on the left side, and the expanse of  tail-out  at the end of the 
run as it sweeps left to right. I have caught fish in all of those areas.  •  DFC member Randy Messersmith 
releasing a Gila trout after a drift with successful mends along the left side of the submerged log in the 
center of the pool.
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2021 DFC OUTINGS2021 DFC OUTINGS

Our DFC Board has a tentive 2021 Outings schedule in place.
We are keeping in mind saftey first with each date and we will keep you 

updated with all available information as it develops.
Questions/Comments?? 

Catch me, Joe Staller, The Outing Guy at: 
stallerjoe@gmail.com  •  cell phone: 602-568-9431

Come join us along with Landon Mayer world-class fly fishing guide in the heart of scenic 
Colorado. His home tail-waters of the forks in South Platte River near Lake George, Colorado 
-- better known to locals as, "The Dream Stream," thanks to its reputation as home to some 
of the region's biggest trout. Follow Landon to some of his favorite fishing spots!  No mat-
ter what the season, his intimate knowledge of local waters and wildlife behavior will help 
you elevate your fly fishing game to the next level. Be here with the best of your Trout Bum 
friends in Arizona as we spend time with Landon. Again this month, our DFC Zoom Club 
meeting will be partnered with the Arizona Fly Casters and The Sun City Grand Club.
We will provide additional information with a link for this partnered club meeting 
on  Thursday, February 11, 2021 with a special invitation for all members.

Keep yourself tuned for that special invite in your e-mail coming soon.

Questions? Catch: Brian Foss, The DFC Programs Guy at: bfossfly@gmail.com

DFC CLUB
ZOOM
MEETING
Thursday,
February 11, 2021
Additional
information 
to follow...

Landon Mayer 
Premier Colorado Fisherman, Guide, 

Author and Fly Designer

NEEDNEED
TROUT BUM 
TROUT BUM HELP!HELP!

We can use your help. If you would like to host, help out at an outing contact Joe Staller.

Please...
make oneself 

available.
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A few quick Updates on Conservation Efforts around Arizona that are of interest 
to or involve Desert Fly Casters Trout Bums and the Club:
Black River Forest Restoration Project - White Mountains Apache-Sitgreaves 
National Forest.
This project to restore 97K Acres including many trout streams on East slopes of Mt Baldy is 
progressing toward completion of the Environmental Assessment (EA), now expected to be 
released in next couple months.  Lots of focus on both timber and streams.  Conservation 
Chair working with many others to help make sure stream areas are treated and protected 
to preserve fisheries we frequent and value.  

East Verde River System
• EVR Gila Trout AZGFD Stocking Survey Report to be Available: AZGFD Sportfish Research 
Biologist Alex Loubere is preparing a preliminary report on the EVR Gila Trout stockings, 
which appeared to be extremely successful, with great fishing, and he will make it available 
to DFC at a near future presentation.  Many of us Trout Bums were interviewed up on the E 
Verde this summer as part of this continuing effort.

• Stream Restoration: Final EVR Stream Restoration In-Stream Log Placements are hoped to 
be done in February, but there’s a bit of snow under the Rim.  This is last stage of the Project 
that DFC contributed $ to over the last couple years.  It sure paid off!

• Future Watershed Protection on entire Upper E Verde System: Work progressing with Ton-
to NF and AZGFD to define and launch this project within this year.  Will help protect several 

East Verde River at Third Crossing Area, with Stream Restoration “Highlighted”.  
Photo Credit Tom Herman.

Cragin Reservoir Watershed
• Conservation Chair continues work with Town of Payson, USFS, Salt River Project and 
many other organizations to facilitate Forest thinning around the Old Blue Ridge Reservoir 
to protect the Watershed and maintain flows in the E Verde River and protect water supply 
systems for Payson and Valley.

Lees Ferry
• Hope for a Spring High Flow Event this March continues.  Decision by USBR imminent!

Desert Fly Desert Fly 
CastersCasters
Conservation Conservation 
CornerCorner  
JOE MILLER
DFC Conservation Chairman

FEBRUARYFEBRUARY
20212021

Questions?
Catch me, Joe Miller at:
jamiller101@gmail.com
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Have you bought your fishing license? Years ago, I decided that January 1st would be the 
day that I renew my fishing license each year so that I wouldn’t forget. Whenever you buy your 
license, it is good for a full year. You can purchase it at www.azgfd.gov. 

I am always happy to buy my license because I value the fishing opportunities in Arizona that 
my license purchase helps support. My older grandsons also feel good about their Youth Com-
bination Hunting and Fishing license purchase as they realize that there is a cost to the great 
outdoor experiences that they enjoy, and are proud to start contributing. 

We have two fantastic fish hatcheries in Rim Country that produce thirty-five percent of the 
trout stocked in the state. Tonto Creek and Canyon Creek Hatcheries keep Rim Country and the 
White Mountains well supplied by providing approximately 130,000 pounds of trout for anglers 
to enjoy catching each year. 

In addition to the fish raised in the six hatcheries in the state, the Arizona Game and Fish De-
partment (AZGFD) does considerable work to improve fishing for us.

The Department has built and deployed over 1300 fish structures in Roosevelt Lake to provide 
cover when the lake is low. Crappies, bass, and catfish have benefited tremendously from these 
improvements. They have also placed structures in Bartlett Lake and Canyon Lake and added 
several Christmas trees to Saguaro Lake in January. 

Besides structures for fish in lakes, the Department has installed stream improvement struc-
tures in many of the creeks in Rim Country. You may have seen them on Haigler Creek, Canyon 
Creek, and Tonto Creek with the most recent improvements added last spring on the East Verde 
River at 2nd and 3rd Crossing. More are coming this spring to the Upper East Verde. 

There are forty-nine Community Fishing Program lakes and ponds in twenty-three communi-
ties throughout the state regularly stocked by AZGFD.

The Department conducts ongoing research that monitors the health of fish populations and 
informs efforts to improve fishing.

Angler surveys are an important component in determining satisfaction with fishing oppor-
tunities in the state. An example of the Department responding to angler satisfaction and catch 
rate preferences is reflected in a change to the fishing regulations for 2021 and 2022. 

Arizona 
Game and Fish 
Department 
Working 
Hard For You
Jim Strogen

AZGFD Fishing License Fees for 2021-2022

Mossback style fish structures being built for 
deployment in Roosevelt Lake

These Mossback structures  in Roosevelt Lake are 
the same type our after school fly fishing program 
kids in 4th-8th grade built for Green Valley Lakes. 
They have attracted bass, crappies and catfish

AZGFD hatchery staff work incredibly hard 
to provide fish for us to enjoy catching in the 
many Arizona  lakes and streams.
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Given the choice, most anglers would prefer to catch bigger fish. The advan-
tages to bigger fish are numerous. They are more fun to catch, they are general-
ly more aggressive and more likely to be caught, and will provide more meat on 
the table if you keep your fish. 

To accommodate this shift to larger fish that take a little longer to grow in 
a hatchery system that is limited by cold, clean, well oxygenated water and 
raceway space, the Department has made a change in the statewide daily bag 
limits. Starting this year, the limit has been reduced to four trout per day, instead 
of six.

Community Fishing Program Lakes will remain a four fish limit and the Com-
munity Ponds limit will remain at two trout.

The average size of the trout will increase to about 12 inches. Studies in other 
western states have shown, and the Department expects that stocking larger 
fish will result in a higher catch rate and improve angler satisfaction. If you keep 
your fish, four larger trout will actually provide more meat on the table than six 
smaller fish. 

Please take the time to review the fishing regulations. There are some waters 
(a few in Rim Country) that are catch and release, single barbless hook fly or lure 
only. You are responsible for knowing the regulations for all waters you fish in 
Arizona.

In the fishing section of the AZGFD website, the trout stocking schedule lists 
the various stocking locations throughout the state and how often your favorite 
waters are stocked. For streams, there is an added feature to that list. When you 
click on the name of the stream, a map appears that notes the specific stocking 
locations on that particular stream. This is important information because AZ-
GFD conducted a study and found that the majority of the rainbow trout stoc-
ked did not move significantly from their stocking locations before they were 
harvested by anglers. 

Do you think you just caught a new AZ record? You can 
check the Big Fish of the Year page and see how your fish 
compares. This is also a great page to check if you want 
to know the location of the current record for the species 
you want to target. Other tabs will take you to the AZ Trout 
Challenge program or the Bass and Catfish Challenge site.

On the AZGFD homepage you can stay informed about 
the latest AZGFD news or upcoming events. You can also 
sign up for E-news. Through this service, the Department 
provides helpful information on lakes and streams, stoc-
king reports, and other useful information to improve 
your fishing.

We have a variety of species to fish for in Arizona. I am 
continually thankful to AZGFD for all they do to make 
fishing better for us, and am happy to buy a license to 
support those efforts.

Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly - 
Payson Roundup Newspaper  
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com  •  photos by Jim Strogen 

This excavator and crew completed stream improvements on 
the East Verde last spring that have attracted and held fish since 
they were installed. 

Green Valley Lakes are part of the Community Fishing Program 
stocked with trout by AZGFD from mid-October through mid-
May.

This log barb was installed during low water last spring 
above 2nd Crossing by AZGFD..



Desert Fly Casters



A reminder notice for our Thursday, February 11, 2021 
 ZOOM DFC Club Meeting will also be e-mailed to membership prior to meeting.

NOTE:

2021 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Frank Schettino- President
Joe Staller-Vice President
Valerie Staller- Treasurer

Marie McClearn- Secretary
Outings- Joe Staller
Programs-Brian Foss

Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King
Membership- Rod Buchanan
Education- Gary Hitterman

Conservation- Joe Miller/Dick Brooks
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison   

Raffles- Mike Monroe
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru 

Robert McKeon

Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor

 

       Keep the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive for 2021.

Danish Casting Games
Saturday, February 22, 2021  •  McQueen Park

Host & Information catch: Joe Staller 
joestaller@yahoo.com  •  (602) 568-9431

Spring Rocky Point
March 18-24, 2021

Host & Information catch: Vince Deadmond
vince@ajbest.com  •  480-818-1796

Lake Havasu Outing
March to be set- Additional information TBA

Host & Information catch: Joe Staller 
joestaller@yahoo.com  •  (602) 568-9431


